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,$&g.i-Y ._. 
c . . . 

The lift, drag, and center'of pressurec&h&acteri& 
titcs of a model of the Fowler variable-area wfng.were 
measured fn the N.A.C,lf. 7' by 10 foot tifnd tunnel. The 
Fowler wing consists of a comblnatfon of a mafn wing and 
an extension surface, also of a5rfoil section. The exten- 
sion surface can be entirely retracted within the lower 
rear portion of the main wfng or it can be moved to the 
rear- and downward. The tests were made with the nose 
of. the extension afrfoil fn various positions near the 
trailing edge of the main wing and with the surface at * 
various angular deflections. The highest"lift'coeffitcient 
a.btafned was CL = 3.17 as compared witb'1.27 for the' 
main wing alone. 

. . IN?RODUCTION 

The Fowler wing, developed by Barlan D. Fowler, is 
the result pf an attempt to combfne three dffferent meth- 
ods of increasing the maximum lift. 

1. Increasing the area by means of an exten- 
sfon surface. 

2. Increasing the effectfve camber by means of 
a flap. 

. 
3. Providfng a alot 'to help maintafn unburbled 

flow at high angles of attaok. 
. 

.The combin5ng of these methods .is,accompfish&d:by means 
of an extension surface, whi&.ig-a sort o.$ flap having 
an airfoil section. The extension airfoil is+retra6ted 
into the lower rear portion of the wing when not .in use 
but is:extended to the rear and downward when high lift 
is de&red. (Fig, 1.) The gap that is left between the 
main wing and the extension afrfoil forms a slot to main- 
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tain unburbled air flow over the rear airfofl at the high 
angles of attack. 

Previous wind-tu,nnel tests on models of 3-inc.h chord 
at both Massachusetts Institute 6f Technology and New York 
Unfversety, and full-scale flfght tests have all shown ex- 
ceptionally high lift coefficients with'the Fomler wing 
arrangement. (Reference 1,) The present tests were made 
as part of a series on hfgh-lift devices in the 7 by 10 
foot wind tunnel of the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics.- The Clark Y airfoil section was used for 
bath.,the basic wing, and $he..extensfon airfofl and the 
tests were made.to cover;a range.of slots and angular de- 
flectiong.of the extension airfoil., . . 

. 
APPARATUE! ARD METHOD 

,The Fowler wfng.model used in these tests consisted 
of a basic Clark Y wfng'wfth a 'lo-inch chord and 60-inch 
span, .and a Clark Y e+ensfcn airfoil having a chor.d 40 
per centthat of the main w!ng. (6ee figs. 1 and 2 and 
Table 1.) The extension airfoil and the forward.portfon 
of the main wing were constructed of laminated mahogany. 
The rear portion of the main-,&gg, which followed only the 
upper contour of the Clark 'Y prii'f'ile, wasmade of a l/32 
inch steel plate rolled to the proper curvature and stiff- 
ened,by ri.bs spaced 5 inches apart. The extension air- 
foil was supported by means of 'five equally spaced metal 
plates attached to five of the ribs, and capable of ad- 
justment to give dffferent posftfons and angular deflec- 
tions of the rear airfoil. 

The extension airfofl could not be completely retract- 
ed into the model wing hecause of interfersnce with the 
ribs; therefore, in the tests representing the' retracted 
condition the main wfng was fitted with a plate covering 
the-rear 4 Inches of the lower surface. 

Tests 'were made with the nose of the extension air- 
fo3J in nfne positions .(shovn fn fig. 1) covering the 
range giving the.best slo.tS.'. At.each of these nose loca- 
tions the angular deflecf%on.of tkie extenszLon airf,o%l was 
var,f.ed throughout the.required.range. a. ,!. . . .r . . . 

The.7.by 10 foot wind ‘tunnel’;’ &h&h.~'is of the .open- , 
jet type, S,s .:de,scr,ibed in.detail,'.~fi6,g.9~~~~r "w.ith 'the halt 
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antes an,d standard test prodedurs in referedc'e.:2'.' Be- 
cause of the high lift obtained '%%fth.the F&ier bfng mod-' 
81, it was supported by a fine wfre at each.s,ing tip &a 
addition to the usual center support. . 

The tests were made at an air speed of 80 m.p.h., 
corresponding to a Reynolds Number of 609,000. First the 
values of %I max were found for the various angular de- 
flections at each locatfon of the nose. Then complete 
lift, drag, and center of pressure tests were made for 
the six posttfons gfving the highest maximum lfft coeffi- 
cients., Corrections were not made for tunnel wall effect. 

. 
. . 
.' ~IkStiLTS'AXD DISCUSSION . 

-; , . . - _.... 
Curves 'of cL max '(b ased on the area o.f:the basic . - 

ding) against-flap angle are given for each location of 
the nose of the extensi,dn airfoil in Figures 3 to 5. From 
the maxrmum values ip these curves contour lfnes were pre- 
pared which show the various positions gfving the same 
value of maximum lfft. (Fig. 6.) The value:s,in Figure 6 
represent the deflectfon which gave the hfghest value of 
CL max at each location. . . . . - .: :: -"' : r- . . <,F - 

. s 
The highest value of '. CL lnax' 3,17, was obtafned 

with the nose of the extension airfoil in posit&on 5. 
(Soe fig; 1.) This is the locatio'n suggested by Hr. Fowl 
ler. It is believed that the lift coefficient of 3.17 fs 
the hfghest that has been obtained to date from a devfco 
readily applicable to normal airplane construction, 

Curves of CL, CD, and CmPo are given in Figures 
7 to li'for the best, posftions of the extension airfoil 
and are compared with similar curves for the case with the' 
extension airfoil retracted. The maximum lift coefficient 
obtained with.the plain wing was 1.27 as compared with 
3.17.with the..best extended posftion. .: . 

'The-&inimum drag coefffcient for the retracted condi- 
tion was 0.0156. (No external flap supports were in place 
for this test.) The speed range ratio -CL max/CD.,man, :t;le‘ 
maxfmum lift coeffibrent being t&en.wkt-h 'the flap.:doW& at 
the best ldcatipn and the minimum drag.~c'oeffficien.t wPlth the 
flap retracted, was 203 as compared with 87 for the main 
Clark Y wing alone. 
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At angles of attack above.0' the center of pressure 
with the exteaslon airfotl extended was about 25 per cent 
of.-the chord behind'the.center of pressure for the platn 
Clark Y. Although this difference may seem excessive, it 
is not likely to lead to great trouble in connection with 
the~balance of an airplane because the downwash is sub- 
stantrally greater with the surface extended, which in- - 
creases the dowtiload on the tail. 

To investigate the possibflity of reducing the motion 
of the cape cau,sed by extending the surface, a complete 
test a$ the best position of the nose of the.extension 
airfoil was made with a reduced flap angle (26'). 'The 
curves for flap angles at 25' and 40' (fig. ll), however, 
show very little difference in c.p. for the two settings. 

Effect on airplane performance.- If the wing of an 
average parasol.:monoplane,were modffied to include .the 
T'owler extension afrfoil arrangement, the gross weight be- 
ing assumed unchanged for sfmplicity, the present tests 
indicate that'the minimum gliding speed would be decreased 
to less than 2/3 of the‘original value. If the extension 
device.required no external supports or mechanism, the 
high speed would of course remain the same. 

If the orfginal landing speed were desired and the 
original gross.wefght maintained, the basic Fowler wfng 
could be reduced to 40 per cent of the original area, and 
the h$gh speed would be increased.somewhat (in the neigh- 
borhood of 5 per cent for an average present-day-airplane). 

: . 
, . . . 

CONCLUSIONS ' 

1. With the extension airfoff fn'the best position 
a maximum lift coefficient of 3.17 was obtained for the 
Fowler wing model as compared wfth 1,27 for the basic nfng;, 

2. To obtain the high maximum lift coefficients of 
which this combination is capable, the extension airfoil 

,must be located within close lfaits of. the best position. _' 
. . ' 

.Langley Memorfal Aeronautical Laboratory, * 
National Advisory Cbmmittee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., Apri.1 12, 1932." 

. 

. 
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TABLE I 

AIRFOIL ORDINATES 

(All values in per cent airfoil chord} 

Clark Y 

Ordinate 
Ww= Station Ordinate 

Lower 

0 3-50 3.50 

1.25 5.45 1.93 

2.50 6.50 1.47 

5.00 7.90 l 93 

7.50 &85 -63 

10.00 g-60 .42 

15 .oo lo.69 -15 
20.00 11.36 -03 

30.00 Il.70 0 

40.00 11.40 0 

50.00 10.52 0 

60.00 9.15 0 

70.00 7.35 0 

80.00 5.22 0 

go.00 2.$0 0 

95-00 1.49 0 

100*00 .12 0 

Leading edge radius = 1.50 



l . 

Both airfoil sections are ClarkY 

Extellded flap poeitions Posfti*ll --- 
agbc -e 

1 -5.00 1.25 
2 -5.00 2.50 
3 -5.pl 3.75 
4 0.00 1.25 
5 0.00 2..m 
6 0.00 3.75 
7 --Lo3 1.25 

5.00 2.50 -.-- 
9 6.00 3.75 

Yie.1 Section of Powler wing. 
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Fig.4 Variation of C & with flap angle. 
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Fig.5 Varfation of CLmax with flq ar~gle, 



Trailing edge of basic alrfoil 

.Dtinaion B 

Position8 ahorn thus 05 

Dimension A 

Fig.6 Contours showing variation of CL Wlth position of nose of exfonsion airfoil. 
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h.g.7 CL,CD and c.p. cum8 for position 1. 
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Fig.8 C+lD and c.p. curges for position 2. 
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Fig.9 CL,CD and c.p. curves for posit iion 3. 
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Fig.10 s,CD and c.p. curves for position 4 
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Fig.11 %,CD and c.p. curves for position 5. 
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Fig.12 %,CD asd c.p. curves for position 6. 


